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Abstract 
Critical attitudes regarding controversial social contemporary issues could take the form of art activism. The Cluj-

based collective MindBomb is a hybrid critical voice, combining political art and activism. Initiated in 2002, following the 
model of the San Francisco Print Collective, it reunites professionals from creative industries, who refuse to reveal their 
individual identity. MindBomb has conducted a series of public actions in the city of Cluj-Napoca, and also in various 
other cities in Romania, on topics such as democratization of the public space, aesthetics of the public space, corrup-
tion practices of the political class, as well as ecological matters related to the cyanide extraction of gold in the Apuseni 
Mountains. If the first series of actions consisted in the production of visually poignant posters illegally scattered all over 
the city, the last actions took place mostly – and legally – in the digital world, on social networks such as Facebook. 

The aim of this paper is to analyze the process of ‘digitalization’ of art activist practices of MindBomb, i.e. to investigate 
the collective’s use of Internet technology and social media in comparison with similar worldwide art activist initiatives 
and in the broader context of contemporary social movements. It can be asserted that the use of Internet and social 
media by art activist groups or collectives could be simply understood as means of increasing activist art’s effectiveness 
in terms of producing social change. However, what we argue is that the improvement of effectiveness – reaching larger 
and global audiences – generated by the ‘digitalization’ process is not only scope broadening, but it has an impact on the 
very nature of art activism. Subsequently, along with analyzing the types of images MindBomb creates – via appropria-
tion, recycling, detournement or cultural jamming –, we examine the thin line between art activism and political activism. 

Keywords: art activism / activist art, art activist practices, political activism, digitalization, Internet, social media, 
contemporary social movements, social change, appropriation, recycling, detournement, cultural jamming.

Introduction

Situated on the indefi nite area in be-
tween political activism and political ar-
tistic production, art activism spans al-
most half a century of history. Its hybrid 
nature makes art activist practices expand 
their scope far beyond the art world, yet 
never reaching the eff ectiveness of politi-
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cal activist organizations. This leads to a permanent scrutiny of art activism from the 
part of both the public and the art world professionals in terms of either its capacity to 
induce social change or its artistic nature. Aft er a temporary remission due to the pro-
cess of institutionalization of activist art from the 1990s, art activist practices and collec-
tives are, since 2003 – the starting point of the Second Iraq War –, continually blooming 
in the Western world. Nevertheless, in Romania artistic initiatives in this direction are 
rather absent due to the local artists’ resentment of political engagement inherited from 
the Communist times. The major exception is the Cluj-based collective MindBomb, ini-
tiated in 2002, following the model of the San Francisco Print Collective1. What distin-
guishes MindBomb in present-day art activism is that it reunites professionals from 
creative fi elds – artists, architects, designers, journalists or writers – who have agreed 
upon concealing their individual identity to the public. Both its diverse membership 
and collective identity, as well as its projects / actions and their social impact make 
MindBomb a highly challenging case study from the perspective of art history, aes-
thetics, political science, and that of social theory. 

For more than a decade, MindBomb has conducted a series of public actions in the 
city of Cluj-Napoca, and also in various other cities in Romania, on topics such as de-
mocratization of the public space, aesthetics of the public space, corruption practices 
of the political class, as well as ecological matt ers related to the cyanide extraction of 
gold in the Apuseni Mountains. If the fi rst series of actions consisted in the produc-
tion of visually poignant posters illegally scatt ered all over the city, the last actions 
took place mostly – and legally – on the Internet, on social networks such as Facebook. 

The aim of this paper is to analyze the process of ‘digitalization’ of art activist prac-
tices of MindBomb, i.e. to investigate the collective’s use of Internet technology and so-
cial media in comparison with similar art activist initiatives and in the broader context 
of contemporary social movements. It can be asserted that the use of Internet and so-
cial media by art activist groups or collectives could be simply understood as means 
of increasing activist art’s eff ectiveness in terms of producing social change. However, 
what we argue is that the improvement of eff ectiveness – reaching larger and glob-
al audiences – generated by the ‘digitalization’ process is not only scope broadening, 
but it has an impact on the very nature of art activism. Subsequently, along with ana-
lyzing the types of images MindBomb creates – via appropriation, recycling, detour-
nement or cultural jamming –, we examine the thin line between art activism and po-
litical activism.  

The theoretical framing of the present paper is that of contemporary art theories, 
equally embedded in art history, art criticism and aesthetics/philosophy of art dis-
courses. The option for this theoretical framework is motivated by the primarily ar-
tistic nature of art activism that includes activist art among the contemporary artis-
tic practices. The methods we employ are conceptual evaluation and art critical anal-
ysis. Yet, due to the scarce academic literature on the MindBomb collective, we also 
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use qualitative sociological research instruments, such as empirical observation and 
results of informal interviews.

I. Art Activism in the New Millennium:
From Community-based Art to the Web Space

Defi ned as “a site-specifi c and ephemeral micro-action in the larger panorama of so-
cial work and activism” (Acevedo-Yates), yet strongly connected to the artistic sphere, 
art activism started in the 1960s. That does not mean that politically or socially driven 
art has not been produced before. It has, and not just in the way that “art is always, in 
some sense, already politicized” (Bradley 9). Art aimed at fostering change and revo-
lution had been produced long before the sixties. It is suffi  cient to consider Futurism, 
Russian avant-garde, or Dada – when the idea of the artist as a social worker emerged 
–, as well as artists-workers alliances from the San Francisco Bay Area, active aft er the 
WWII. However, the 1960s brought about a deeper consciousness about the activist role 
that political art and artists might undertake. 

As noted by Lippard, “[t]he greatest legacy of the 1960s … is the ‘community-based’ 
arts, otherwise known as ‘interventionist’ or ‘dialogic art’, which has more quietly con-
tributed to social change since the 60s” (Lippard 408). It is important to note that the 
‘general’ public did not recognize community-based art as artistic, since “much of the 
work [the artists] do best is virtually invisible as ‘art’” (Lippard 415). This is the case 
of art produced by artists involved in Situationist International – SI – or by the collec-
tives San Francisco Poster Brigade and Mission Grafi ca. The disrupting public actions 
of SI were not acknowledged as art by the ‘general’ public, neither were its posters 
for supporting May 68. This situation is similar for the posters of San Francisco Poster 
Brigade in support of I-Hotel in San Francisco, and those of Mission Grafi ca, focused 
on Central American solidarity with the struggles against US sponsored right wing 
governments and paramilitary groups (Hazelwood).

But not its invisibility as art was at stake when art activism had to face severe crit-
icism. The questions that activist art practices were confronted with concerned their 
“limitations, long-term sustainability and impact” (Acevedo-Yates), that is, their ca-
pacity of inducing social change. It was more than once asserted that such endeavors 
all too oft en become a game in itself, addressing a limited audience, confi ned to the art 
world. Even when this was not the case, their social impact was deemed insuffi  cient. 
As Acevedo-Yates puts it, the key-question is whether activist-artists are “merely pre-
senters of a social problem instead of agitators.” In other words, the very artistic na-
ture of art activism was contested. Artists-activists, while using artistic means, risked 
restraining themselves to the status of presenters of social or political issues and thus 
never reaching the status of ‘true’ activists. 

Against this recurring issue, Lippard bluntly states: “haven’t we always known that 
art alone cannot change the world and that the support of the majority for the avant-
garde is unlikely?” (420). Nevertheless, as Lippard continues, “[w]hile artists are nev-
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er the vanguard of political movements, once they are swept into action they can be 
valuable allies” (409). Accordingly, activist art is never eff ective in itself: it should al-
ways ally itself with clear public-agenda social movements or NGOs. 

Besides continuous debates regarding its eff ectiveness, the 1990s brought in an-
other issue concerning art activism: even though aiming at criticizing institutions and 
disrupting the mainstream, many activist art practices have become institutionalized. 
Radical artists working in the fi eld of activism are now established names in museums 
and galleries, while activist actions are part of the aesthetic realm. Thus, the problem of 
the eff ectiveness of art activism has been addressed from a diff erent perspective: how 
can an art be activism in a truly mobilizing or destabilizing way? How can there be 
an art activism that is spared the danger of merely re-enforcing the institutional frame 
and status quo within which and against which it is undertaken? 

Challenged by such questions and conundrums, activist art has known a peri-
od of relative remission by the end of the 1990s and the beginning of the millenni-
um. However, since 2003 new historical and social developments – Second Irak War, 
Economic crisis, Arab Spring, Occupy movement – led to strenghtening and diversifi -
cation of artistic practices that aim at producing social change. Subsequently, these re-
cent art activist practices “seek to document, refl ect, supplement or intervene in repre-
sentations of confl icts world-wide … What is primary … is the possibility of representa-
tion and counter-representation of points of political fractures” (Costello &Willsden 12).  

The diversifi cation of artistic practices consists primarily in the use of new media. 
Consequently, if untill recently art activism was predominantly conveyed to the fi eld 
of political art by contemporary art theorists, in the past decade it geared toward me-
dia-based art. This appropriation is explained by Kholeif as follows: „[w]hile political 
activism and the impetus behind new media art may be mutually exclusive, they are 
bound by the idea of ‘open’ fl ow of democratization via digital communication tech-
nologies.” Moreover, the transformation of the artist’s role into that of “a tinkerer or 
hacker, capable of cracking open the confi nes of insular capitalist hegemony and edu-
cational hierarchies” (Kholeif) generated by media art was soon to be employed by art 
activism. The open source ideology, already embraced by media artists, was reclaimed 
by artists-activists, thus enabling a new generation of free tools of access, as in the case 
of several programs and projects associated with the Arab Spring like Wael Shawsky’s 
MASS in Alexandria, Egypt, and the Home Workshop Program in Beirut, Lebanon. 
However, the best known example in this respect is the Critical Art Ensemble, a col-
lective of fi ve tactical media practitioners of various specializations, including comput-
er graphics, web design, fi lm/video, photography, text art, book art, and performance, 
whose projects address issues such as MGOs or tactical media.

While criticizing the nowadays political elites, who fail to subject their thinking to 
examination, this new type of art activism makes Plessner claim that “[a]ctivist artists 
have dislodged themselves from the concerns of the modernists and, indeed, postmod-
ernists and instead embed their interventions in public discourse in such a way that is 
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distinct from previous eras. What is diff erent from previous (Dada, Situationist etc.) 
is that these artists occupy an intellectual space previously fi lled by a political class”. 
Plessner’s confi dent diagnosis, distinct from Lippard’s moderate one, implies that ac-
tivist art practices, taking place mostly in the “borderless and stateless space of the 
web,” have shift ed toward the political realm. The following question arises: is activ-
ist art still art or it has been smoothly absorbed by political activism?

To sum up what have been discussed so far, the framework within which we ad-
dress the case of MindBomb collective is informed by the following questions: is activ-
ist art eff ective in itself or does it need to employ alliance strategies in order to induce 
social change?; is it sustainable on the long run?; has Internet technology only broad-
ened the scope of art activism or has it modifi ed its nature?; and, fi nally, is activist art 
still art or has it been smoothly absorbed by political activism?.

II. The MindBomb Collective

Manifesto, Actions, Campaigns

The MindBomb collective was remarkably active in the public space ever since its 
founding. The collective set out to use the socio-political poster – for the fi rst time in 
a coherent manner in post-communist Romania – in order to raise public awareness 
about what its members considered to be key issues of the time, yet hardly present as 
such in mainstream media and on the agenda of the Romanian political class. 

The group’s fi rst actions took place in the context of a very weak Romanian civil 
society, a situation that the Cluj-based art collective tried to both address and change. 
Thus, what they called “postering actions,” characteristic of the fi rst four years or so of 
the group’s activity, aimed at raising awareness about controversial issues and crucial 
problems of Romanian political and social life. The group felt that those topics were of 
increasing interest to more and more of their fellow citizens, who, however, had no ef-
fective means to actually present and debate them within the public arena. MindBomb 
assumed the task of voicing those issues, of gett ing them out in the public space, and 
to stimulate the debate. Accordingly, thousands of posters were spread in Cluj and 
other Romanian cities, in several “campaigns” consisting in such “postering actions,” 
which, aft er careful planning, were undertaken literally overnight. 

The use of the poster as a visual instrument for reaching such goals was justifi ed in 
the MindBomb manifesto in activist, rather than artistic terms. Moreover, in reference 
to Acevedo-Yates’s above-mentioned approach to activist art, it should be noted that 
MindBomb’s manifesto views the role of the poster as a tool for social “agitation,” not 
just for mere “presentation” of social problems: “The poster is not dead; it is alive. It 
speaks with your very own voice. Posters themselves change nothing. Posters incite 
us. Posters remind us. Posters make us think. We take to the streets. We expose our-
selves. We do not seek to destroy but to create. We are not angry; we are indignant” 
(“MindBomb Manifesto”). It is clear that the collective aimed at stirring thought and 
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action via the use of posters. For MindBomb, posters were a means for activation and 
not for passive awareness of social and politic problems, via the messages they con-
veyed through images and texts. 

With such a platform as conceptual background, graphically poignant images and 
equally witt y, and oft en acid texts of the posters denounced the corruption of the po-
litical class – arguably the collective’s main topic for several years –, demanded chang-
es and transparency with regard to the use of public space by local authorities, chal-
lenged arbitrary political and administrative decisions, and urged the public to speak 
out and speak up as citizens. 

The posters deployed clever visual tactics and witt y discursive messages, many 
borrowed from the fi elds of graphic design and advertising, sometimes maintaining a 
moderately passionate tone. Against the background of a colorful splash, remindful of 
a washing product commercial, the text “Daily Corruption” (Fig.1) underlines the om-
nipresence of the practice. A bilingual Romanian- English text, placed on a chromati-
cally elegant background, interrogates the passer-by: “Did you think today?”. Another 
one features a visually manipulated graphic portrait of Ceaușescu, Romania’s former 
Communist dictator, containing the following text: “When you weren’t able to say any-
thing, you wanted to scream … Now that you can, why aren’t you speaking?” (Fig.2). 
The reff erence to Ceaușescu is hardly a random one. The Communist tyrant went to 
great lengths to silence any voices of dissent and to render freedom of expression in 
Romanian public sphere virtually impossible, which was one of the causes of the re-
sentment that led to the Revolution in December 1989. Freedom of speech has been re-

Fig. 1. “Daily Corruption”, Credit MindBomb Fig. 2. “When you weren’t able to say anything, you 
wanted to scream … Now that you can, why aren’t 
you speaking?”, Credit MindBomb
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gained in society; yet, in MindBomb’s view, the fact that it was scarcely used was one 
of the main reasons for the weakness of civil society and of Romanian democracy in 
the decade following the popular uprising. 

The aesthetic quality of the image is deemed to be of great importance: it consists 
of carefully constructed compositions, as well as good quality, professional printing. 
The aesthetic appeal of the images seemed to function as a strategy to get the message 
through, since the posters certainly got some att ention during the fi rst half of the years 
2000. Thus, MindBomb’s actions and posters, oft en imbued with a dose of bitt er humor 
and irony, became quite known especially among students, who constitute a large part 
of Cluj’s population, and who has become a reservoir of future members of the collec-
tive. However, the local administration did not fi nd the posters ‘appealing’ and there-
fore many of them were removed from the city walls, while representatives of the city 
council and the mayor’s offi  ce formulated accusations of vandalism and “unauthor-
ized protest”. Reacting to one such action of poster removal, the collective claimed the 
right to freely use the public space, and asserted that protest actions in a free society, 
as long as they do not cause harm to fellow citizens, should be completely free, argu-
ing that such a thing as an “authorized protest” is nonsense: “freedom of expression is 
not obtained with a receipt from the city hall” (“Protest împotriva Primăriei din Cluj”).

Two main shift s can be identifi ed in the collective’s activity, occurring roughly af-
ter 2006. Firstly, as briefl y mentioned before, especially in more recent years, the collec-
tive has changed focus from their “postering actions” – without ever completely giv-
ing up this practice – to posting the digital versions of the posters and their slogans on 
the Internet, using social media as the main instrument for disseminating their cam-
paigns. Secondly, the collective has decidedly focused on opposing the controversial 
mining project from Roşia Montană, one of the most questionable development proj-
ect designed in post-communist Romania. Henceforth, the ecological dimension of 
MindBomb’s actions amplifi ed considerably, the collective being one of the main sup-
porters and designers of an increasingly vast and remarkably enduring protest cam-
paign titled Save Roşia Montană. The issue, for that matt er, has recently become perhaps 
the most important cause for public debate in Romania. Starting with September 2013, 
thousands and thousands of people have marched the streets of Bucharest, Cluj and 
other major Romanian cities, pressing the government to withdraw a bill that blatant-
ly and legally contestable favors Roşia Montană Gold Corporation (RMGC) – a group 
in which the main stakeholder is the Canadian mining trust Gabriel Resources – in its 
att empt to start the vast cyanide mining project. 

Together with Alburnus Maior – an NGO made up of locals from Roşia Montană, 
who refuse expropriation in order for the mining company to start extracting gold – 
MindBomb asserts that cyanide-based extraction of gold at Roşia Montană has a se-
rious potential to cause an ecological disaster. This claim is based on previous proj-
ects conducted by Gabriel Resources in other countries and on the opinions of various 
experts affi  liated to institutions as diverse as the Romanian Academy, the National 
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Geological Institute, the Babeş-Bolyai University in Cluj and UNESCO. Leaving a huge 
cyanide lake behind is just one of the signaled problems with the company’s proposed 
endeavor, for the ecological issue is connected with social and cultural implications by 
the promoters of Save Roşia Montană campaign. Thus, MindBomb’s posters and mani-
festos produced during the last years and disseminated via internet bring to public at-
tention that the implementation of the mining project risks leading to the destruction 
of valuable cultural heritage sites and will most likely have a severe negative, social 
and economic impact on the region, on long term. 

What MindBomb is particularly denouncing is the publicly expressed support by 
Romanian politicians – regardless of their political color and regardless of court deci-
sions against the mining project – for the Roşia Montană Gold Corporation and this 
against the will of a signifi cant part of the local community, represented by Alburnus 
Maior NGO. Moreover, what they have tackled is a long media blockade with regard 
to the project, as mainstream media, most of which has been broadcasting RMGC ad-
vertising, have mostly been silent about the anti-mining protests.

Fig. 3. Save Roşia Montană campaign logo, 
Credit MindBomb

Fig. 4. “Massacre media”, Credit MindBomb 

Consequently, ironic and accusatory images of all main Romanian politicians in-
volved in decision-making regarding Roşia Montană were posted on the Internet – 
mostly via Facebook – from President Băsescu to Prime Minister Ponta. National TV 
broadcasting companies were accused – under the general label “Massacre Media” 
(Fig. 4) – of serving illicit interests, instead of practicing journalism in the public in-
terest. Ecological concerns are stressed as capitally important instead of mere strange 
ideas of a minority in the Romanian society. The images used by MindBomb are of re-
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markable technical accuracy, artistic competences being savvily used to purport pro-
test messages and appeals to solidarity. 

The second major shift  in the collective’s practices, with important implications to 
be analysed in a further section of this paper, has to do with more broadly using of 
the digital format of the poster and, more importantly, with the intense usage of social 
media for spreading messages and ideas. Thus, ‘digitalization’ and the shift  towards 
the use of social media as main channel of communication and campaigning are de-
ployed as tools for producing poignant political satire, for raising awareness, and for 
trying to foster social change. MindBomb’s Internet posted logos and images oft en 
gather over 100.000 viewers, while the number of young volunteers involved in the 
collective’s actions increases continually. This tool seems to have been used with a no-
ticeable degree of eff ectiveness. 

Appropriation, Recycling, Detournement and Cultural Jamming
as Artistic Instruments

“Appropriation” has been a frequently used term to describe a widely used artis-
tic strategy employed by a signifi cant number of contemporary artists during the last 
few decades. Specifi cally in relation to art, the procedure has been presented in terms 
such as these: “To appropriate is to take possession of something. Appropriation art-
ists deliberately copy images to take possession of them in their art” (Gersh-Nesic). 
Producing one’s own art by deliberately and explicitly using previously existing imag-
es has been oft en associated with the cultural ethos of postmodernism, appropriation 
art being oft en seen as a symptom and a manifestation of it (Krauss cited in Raţiu 259, 
271). Nevertheless, it has been rightfully noted that there are several signifi cantly dif-
ferent ways of artistically deploying appropriation tactics (Shurkus 1-3). If some art-
ists use it in the sense that they ‘copy’ other works of art, preferably notorious, in or-
der to produce their own, as it is the case of Sherry Levine, others prefer to take hold 
of non-artistic imagery for the same purpose, as Richard Prince does, when using me-
dia images, namely magazine advertising. 

Accordingly, the appropriation artists entertain complex relations to the practice 
and to the images they use. In the process of appropriation, the original meaning is 
displaced, its original intentions are deconstructed and the message is reshaped. The 
appropriated images are not just taken in possession, but also recycled, being put to 
a diff erent use than the initially intended one and thus retaining a critical quality by 
embedding a critique of the idea of authorship, of contemporary power relations as 
purported by media etc. Recycling allows for multiple layers of meaning to overlap in 
one and the same image. To refer to a notorious example, when recycling images of 
cowboys from Marlboro commercials, while specifi cally emphasizing the artifi ciality 
found at the core of advertising’s politics of desire, Richard Prince also “eff aced his au-
thorial presence while obliquely preserving an ironically macho identifi cation between 
himself, as artist, and the romantic outsider fi gures of the cowboys” (Hopkins 212). 
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The potential for critique that is contained in the artistic procedures of appropri-
ation and recycling has been appealing for artists-activists of the last decades, many 
of whom devised more specifi cally critique-oriented practices, one example being the 
Situationist detournement, which is signifi cantly related to the actions of the MindBomb 
collective. The conceptual and visual discourse of their posters proceeds precisely to 
recycling and manipulating largely familiar elements in a way which is similar in es-
sence to the situationist model, yet not completely congruent, for it is not reduced to 
using art productions of the past. In Internationale Situationniste #1, detournement is 
used as “short for détournement of pre-existing aesthetic elements” and it is defi ned as 
“[t]he integration of present or past artistic productions into a superior construction of 
a milieu,” and “[i]n this sense there can be no situationist painting or music, but only a 
situationist use of those means. In a more elementary sense, détournement within the 
old cultural spheres is a method of propaganda, a method which reveals the wearing 
out and loss of importance of those spheres” (“Defi nitions”).

In line with Situationist International, MindBomb uses detournement of main-
stream media discourse. For example, a TV public campaign from 2002, trying to en-
courage the public to consider adopting children and using the slogan “Orphanage is 
not a home” is the referent of the poster “The House of God Is Not a Home” (Fig.6). 
Broadcasted by major Romanian TV channels, the slogan and the campaign under-
standably got to be familiar to a rather large audience. The MindBomb poster uses 
this situation to get their message through. The poster also appropriates the gener-
al outline of a Byzantine icon – an item familiar to any given Romanian public – and 
uses the image of naively drawn construction site full of churches, placing in the fore-
ground several fi gures of homeless people. “The message is very direct and explic-
it and refers to the lack of implication of the Orthodox Church in the problems of the 
community” (Bejenaru), while also addressing problems related to the lack of pub-
lic housing. 

The same type of discourse based on detournement was deployed for the 2004 post-
er, “Devoted Mayor – Mayor to Vote” (Fig.5). During the campaign for local elections, 
posters proposing a fake new candidate for the public offi  ce of mayor were spread 
overnight around the city. The candidate, a middle-aged, self-contained and deter-
mined looking man, was promising, in the poster’s text, among others, to never mis-
use public money, respect ethnic and cultural diversity – an important issue in a mul-
ticultural city as Cluj –, to not switch parties during his mandate as most Romanian 
politicians do and so on. In this circumstance, it is the typical discourse of the politi-
cal class that is appropriated, “hĳ acked.” Instead of notoriously unreliable and infat-
uated campaign promises, the poster tries to give shape and voice to civil society de-
mands and expectations of reformation in regard to the political class. The same anal-
ysis can be applied to the “Buy one, get one free. International adoption market” post-
er only that this time it is the logic of the capitalist / consumerist discourse of adver-
tising that is hĳ acked. 
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In these last two cases especially, the recycling of an “offi  cial” type of discourse 
brings to mind the concept and the practices of culture jamming, which can be de-
scribed as a particular form of postmodern recycling of discourses, forged in the as-
sumed spirit of the Situationist detournement (Lasn xii) and mainly focusing on main-
stream media channels of communication as object of manipulations and critique. 
Although culture jamming is usually related to new media, the core concept of under-
mining – via re-using, “misusing” and so on – a mainstream media message is pres-
ent here as in the actions of the famously assumed impostors, the Yes Men2. Firstly, 
one should not forget that it was in relation to action on posters and billboards that 
the term itself was initially used, its situationist roots thus being plainly visible: “[t]
he term culture jamming was fi rst used by the collage band Negativeland to describe 
billboard alteration and other forms of media sabotage“ (Dery). Secondly and more 
importantly, one should note that the very essence of the att itude behind the posters, 
and, generally speaking, behind the MindBomb actions is also consistent with the col-
laborative drive, with the demand for profound, structural societal change, and with 
the general optimism fuelling culture jamming practices around the world, as discern-
ible, for example, in Lasn’s book Culture Jam (xi).

Fig. 5. “Devoted Mayor–Mayor to Vote”, 
Credit MindBomb

Fig. 6. “The House of God is not a Home”, 
Credit MindBomb
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From the Art World to the Political World

Signifi cantly infl uencing the profi le and meaning of their actions, the double shift  
that MindBomb undertook around 2006, namely the move toward ‘digitalization,’ the 
emphasis on communicating via social media, and the focus on the issue of Roșia 
Montana, brought the collective in the realm of contemporary Internet activism. As 
the collective is gett ing more closely connected to NGOs such as Alburnus Maior and 
as the protest voices against the mining project get more numerous, one might see its 
trajectory of moving from an activist art collective that was rather a singular voice to 
a loosely organized, yet coherent organization that is becoming part – and motor – of 
what can be seen to be a more articulated social movement. As previously defi ned, 
in relation with the space of the web precisely, “social movements are not organiza-
tions, not even of a particular kind … They are networks of interactions between dif-
ferent actors, which may include formal organizations or not, depending on shift ing 
circumstances” (DellaPorta and Diani, cited in Rodgers 61). Very important in the case 
of Save Roșia Montana campaign is the fact that MindBomb’s experience and practices 
were put at work in order to steer att itudes, to rally supporters – from volunteers in-
volved in concrete actions, such as activities meant to safeguard the potential heritage 
site or organizing protest marches to public fi gures – and to raise awareness about the 
cause, under the circumstances of a media blockade. Thus, Save Roșia Montana looks 
convincingly as a social movement, also from the perspective that “what is common 
to all social movements is the desire to fi nd a voice for the un- or under-represented” 
(Rodgers 62).

It can be argued that ‘moving’ in the space of the Internet was an adequate tool to 
deploy in order to reach the goal of mobilizing supporters and generate concrete social 
action. The specifi c features of Internet technology – i.e. the socializing force of tech-
nology, in Deuleuzian terms – provided the means for a rather marginal societal issue 
to become an increasingly signifi cant public matt er around which various other social 
demands were articulated. It is the web’s friendliness toward multi-channeled com-
munication, democratically issued by multiple and various users / actors that favored 
such an evolution of Save Roșia Montana campaign. Thus, “perhaps the most signifi -
cant feature of the Internet in respect of political space is its capacity for multi- logi-
cality. […] [I]t off ers extensions of the one-to-many form of mass media and introduc-
es many-to-many facilities for the fi rst time. To put it another way, it encompasses the 
features of traditional media and adds new ones. The multi-logical communication of 
the Internet operates through email and web pages, and permits interaction between 
multiple users through newsgroups, mailing lists and discussion groups. Interactive 
groups may form around a specifi c social or political issue” (Rodgers 62).

In a process presently unfolding, it was the ‘digitalization’ and shift  toward the 
Internet that allowed for, or at least crucially favored what seems a local, or at most, a 
national issue to raise international att ention. Thus, meetings of support for the cause 
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took place in various cities all around the world, while mutual solidarity messages be-
tween Roșia Montana activists and Halkidiki protesters from Greece against cyanide 
mining of gold were acknowledged by international organizations like Greenpeace 
and UNESCO. Nevertheless, it should be noted that, due to its ‘digitalization’, Save 
Roșia Montana campaign – visually and conceptually fueled by MindBomb – is follow-
ing the path of internationalization other ecologist imbued, yet broader socially reach-
ing causes3. 

Consequently, one may argue that the ‘digitalization’ of MindBomb’s actions is not 
just a tactical move, for it had consequences, perhaps un-anticipated ones by the col-
lective. The move to the web space is a crucial part of the evolution of the collective, 
which, from acting predominantly as an art activist organization, started to manifest 
itself as an art activist one: MindBomb smoothly shift ed from the artistic realm to the 
activist one. 

Conclusion

The framework within which we addressed the case of the MindBomb collective 
was informed by the following questions: is activist art eff ective in itself or does it need 
to activate alliance strategies in order to induce social change?; is it sustainable on the 
long run?; has Internet technology only broadened the scope of art activism or has it 
modifi ed its nature?; and last but not least, is activist art still art or has it been smooth-
ly absorbed by political activism?. 

As for the fi rst question, MindBomb is no exception from Lippard’s diagnosis. Their 
public postering actions from the fi rst years, though acknowledged beyond the local 
art world4, were mainly accredited as artistic actions as they had a limited social im-
pact. It was the alliance with Alburnus Maior NGO and Save Roșia Montana campaign 
that decidedly improved their eff ectiveness in terms of inducing social change. Yet, 
what is exceptional about the Cluj-based collective is its long-term sustainability, par-
ticularly in a strongly challenged – economically, politically and socially – society as 
the Romanian one. In our view, this is mostly due to the noteworthy commitment of 
MindBomb founding members, as well as to its loose structure, thus allowing new 
members to join the collective. Moreover, the programmatic refusal to reveal their in-
dividual identity played a crucial role in escaping members’ temptation to build ca-
reers within the art world.  

The two last questions regarding MindBomb that we have articulated are inter-
connected and the most diffi  cult to answer. They touch two key-issues: the impact of 
Internet technology and new media of communication – i.e. social media – on the very 
nature of art activism and its possible critical shift  toward the political.

Political art with an activist approach has been around long before the era of the 
Internet. Among the precursors of nowadays internet-based activist art and art col-
lectives, movements like Futurism, Russian Constructivism, Dadaism or Situationist 
International have been already mentioned, yet Fluxus or Mail-Art are also to be point-
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ed out (Neumark 2-17). However, the shift  from object, that is from the poster, and 
even the stencil on a wall, to non-locational image – i.e. the Internet circulated image – 
is more than a shift  in medium and has further reaching consequences. As previously 
noted, “the shift  from object to process – deconstruction, intervention, reconstruction, 
reception – is not a purely technically driven one, from item to information. Rather it 
is a cultural shift  in general” (Braun 75). 

It is obvious that the versatile and borderless space of the web facilitates activism 
and networking, be it by the means of art or by others. However, the use of Internet 
leads to subordination of the artistic dimension of activism to the political one: art ac-
tivism turns to political activism. Yet, what distinguishing MindBomb from similar art 
activist collectives is its strong focus on the aesthetic qualities of the images they create, 
as explained above. Because of this, MindBomb is still situated on the thin line between 
art and political activism. Nonetheless, it is impossible to predict what will happen 
with the collective in the next years, as it also depends on the evolutions of contempo-
rary social movements in Romania and all around the globe. To paraphrase Lippard5, 
even when the fog around recent social movements clears away, these new activist art 
practices will remain import as they are the sign of a new social era.

1 Taking San Francisco Print Collective as a model was personally motivated: one member 
of the American collective was born and educated in Cluj, being friends with the founding 
members of MindBomb.  

2 See htt p://theyesmen.org/
3 See the case study on the anti-GMOs movement in Rodgers 99-106.
4 See the articles published in the Cluj-based newspapers like Ziua de Cluj or on various blogs 

and news Internet platforms.
5 “[E]ven when the media fog is cleared away, the exhilarating and fi nally tragic substance of 

that decade […], though now threatened by cultural amnesia, will remain important until an 
equally widespread social upheaval comes about for activist artists” (Lippard 408).
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